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• To  introduce technologies for automating parts of the review 
process including: study selection; risk of bias assessment; 
and synthesis;

• For participants to try these technologies for themselves; and

• To discuss methodological issues concerning their use.

Structure:

• Presentation (many slides…) + questions / discussion

• Experimentation with online tools and discussion (small 
groups)

• Whole group feedback (if there’s time / need)

• (http://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/cms/Default.aspx?tabid=3677)

Objectives
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Automation in systematic reviews –

what can be done?

– Study identification:
• Citation screening

• Updating reviews

• RCT classifier

– Mapping research activity

– Search strategy development

– Data extraction
• Risk of Bias assessment

• Other study characteristics

• Extraction of statistical data

– Synthesis and conclusions

Increasing 

interest and 

evaluation 

activity



Reducing 

workload during 

citation 

screening
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The screening process

1. Read title 

& abstract

2. Click 

include / 

exclude

3. Click 

‘next’ and 

move on 

to the next 

reference

4. Repeat…
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Citation screening

• Has received most R&D 
attention

• Diverse evidence base; 
difficult to compare 
evaluations

• ‘semi-automated’ 
approaches are the most 
common

• Possible reductions in 
workload in excess of 
30% (and up to 97%)

Summary of conclusions

• Screening prioritisation

• ‘safe to use’

• Machine as a ‘second screener’

• Use with care

• Automatic study exclusion

• Highly promising in many areas, 
but performance varies 
significantly depending on the 
domain of literature being 
screened



How the machine learns…

And it can work quite well…



Screening prioritisation: Changing 

the distribution of studies

Screening process (red = eligible study)

Traditional 

screening

Screening 

aided by text 

mining



e.g. reviews from Cochrane Heart Group



Updating existing reviews

Weightman A, Thomas J, Baker P, Lovie-Toon Y, Francis D, O'Mara-Eves A 

(2014) Text mining for screening efficiency? Testing within a Cochrane public 

health review. Poster presented at Cochrane Colloquium 2014, Hyderabad 11



RCT Classifier
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RCT Classifier

• ‘Trained’ on more than 
280,000 human 
classifications from 
Cochrane Crowd

• Recall = 99.879% if all 
citations > 0.1 are 
screened manually; 
60% workload saving??







Developing 

search strategies
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Text recognition/text analytics
– Text analysis (frequency counts, 

phrases or nearby terms in text, or 
statistical frequency across 
corpus)

– Term extraction and automatic 
clustering  (ranked list of words or 
phrases from a combination of 
linguistic and statistical analyses) 

Applications:
• Provides a rapid overview of words/phrases or 

controlled terms in sample, depending on tools used.

• Identifying words or phrases that not considered

• Identify unwanted search terms
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Termine: Automatic Term Identification
http://www.nactem.ac.uk/software/termine/

- Termine automatically identifies and ranks terms according to their 

importance to the citation list

Frantzi, Katerina, Sophia Ananiadou, and Hideki Mima. "Automatic recognition 

of multi-word terms:. the C-value/NC-value method." International Journal on 

Digital Libraries 3.2 (2000): 115-130.
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Text recognition/text analytics
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Using TD*IDF
Using TermineSample N=52



52 items relevant to topic

Analysed with both Termine and TD*IDF

Selected population terms related to older people, ageing, aged care.

Re-ran search to find 44/52 items.

Scanned remaining 8 records manually, 

Revisited term lists to identify additional terms:  

Future planning, planning for the future, Aged related 
illness, menopausal

Incorporated into existing search strategy

Identifying search terms for:

Research on care and support needs for ageing 

populations of adults with learning disabilities
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Analysing controlled terms in Endnote:

Rapid overview of controlled 

terms
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Method in: Hayman, S and Shaheem, Y (2014). Smart Searching: Logical Steps to 
Building and Testing Your Literature Search. CareSearch Palliative Care Knowledge 
Network.http://sites.google.com/site/smartsearchinglogical/home

N=500 items 

to analyse 

search subset

https://sites.google.com/site/smartsearchinglogical/home


Word frequency per 
citation:

In Bibexcel analysed 
titles/abstracts from 1,000 
items in test search - count 
per citation, found:

Gene (96), 
Premutation (59), 
protein (57), FMR1 
(57), mutation 
(51), FXTAS (44)

Rapid overview of words per 

citation
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Directory of tools:  

http://www.tapor.ca/

http://www.tapor.ca/


Query expansion
http://nactem.ac.uk/hom

- Augment query with synonyms, related terms, 

orthographic variations etc.
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Query expansion
http://nactem.ac.uk/hom
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Mapping 

research activity
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Technologies for identifying sub-

sets of citations
• Different families of techniques

– Fairly simple approaches which examine term frequencies to 
group similar citations

– More complex approaches, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
(LDA)

• Identifies groups of documents which use similar 
combinations of terms

• The difficult part is finding good labels to describe the clusters
– But are labels always needed?

• Visualisations are often incorporated into tools
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e.g. systematic reviews in 

psychology in ‘VOSviewer’



e.g. Carrot2 Search



Topic modelling

“Topic modelling”



Used in a review about 

community engagement to 

improve health amongst 

disadvantaged groups



With a little organisation and user interaction, 

we constructed a workable ‘map’



Creating databases of 

research 

prospectively
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How does it work?

Building machine 

classifiers



RCT?

0

1

Effectiveness of a self-monitoring asthma intervention: an RCT

Effectiveness of asthma self-care interventions: a systematic review

1. A dictionary and index are created

Effectiveness asthma self care interventions systematic review

monitoring intervention RCT

Study 1

Study 2

(not an RCT)

(an RCT)

e.g. We have two studies – one is an RCT, and one isn’t an RCT

1

1

asthma 

1

1

1

1

self

0

1 111

1110 0 0

000

Effectiveness self asthma

Effectiveness careasthma interventions reviewsystematicself

monitoring intervention RCT

• First, the key terms in the studies are listed (ignoring very 

common words

• Second, the studies are indexed against the list of terms

• (the resulting matrix can be quite large)

• Next…



2. A statistical model is built

The matrix is used to create a statistical model which is able 

to distinguish between the two classes of document (e.g. 

between RCTs and non-RCTs)



3. The model is applied to new documents

• New citations are indexed against the previously generated list of terms

• The resulting matrix is fed into the previously generated model

• And the model will assign a probability that the new document is, or is not 

a member of the class in question

e.g. The effectiveness of a school-based asthma management programme: an RCT

Effectiveness asthma self care interventions systematic review monitoring intervention RCT

effectiveness asthma RCT

111 0 0 0 0 000

93%



The new CRS-Web





Today

Cochrane Crowd

crowd.cochrane.org



Risk of bias 

assessment
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Risk of Bias assessment
• Emerging area; e.g.

– RobotReviewer

– Millard, Flach and 
Higgins

• Tools can accomplish 
two purposes:
– 1. identify relevant text 

in the document

– 2. automatically 
assess risk of bias

• Can perform very well 
though authors do not 
yet suggest well 
enough to replace 
humans



Data extraction
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Data extraction
• RobotReviewer can 

identify phrases relating 
to study PICO 
characteristics

• ExaCT extracts trial 
characteristics (e.g. 
eligibility criteria)

• Systematic review found 
that no unified 
framework yet exists

• More evaluative work is 
needed on larger 
datasets

• Further challenges 
include extraction of 
data from tables and 
graphs



Synthesis
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• Summarisation and 
synthesis of text is an 
active area for 
development in 
computer science

• Many hurdles to 
overcome before this 
technology can be 
used routinely

• Some systems 
automate parts of the 
process

Synthesis and 

conclusions



This page: http://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/cms/Default.aspx?tabid=3677

Classification: RCT Classifier; and ‘custom’ classifier

• EPPI-Reviewer: http://eppi.ioe.ac.uk.

Workload reduction during citation screening (using ‘active learing’)

• Rayyan systematic reviews tool: http://rayyan.qcri.org/reviews/5

• Microsoft Azure Machine Learning (James can demo for those interested)

Identifying sub-sets of citations (clustering)

• Carrot2 search: http://search.carrot2.org/stable/search

• Topic modelling: 
http://nbviewer.jupyter.org/github/bmabey/pyLDAvis/blob/master/notebooks/GraphLab.ipynb#topic=12&lambda=0.
84&term=

Search strategy development

• Termine: http://www.nactem.ac.uk/software/termine/

• NaCTeM History of Medicine: http://nactem.ac.uk/hom

Tools to try
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http://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/cms/Default.aspx?tabid=3677
http://search.carrot2.org/stable/search


Discussion: in small groups
Discuss methodological issues that the use of these 

technologies raise

- which tools do you already use?

- what challenges do you face using existing tools?

Is recall of 99.879% for a workload reduction of 60% 

reasonable?

- what challenges do you think the new technologies would 

raise?

- what do you think would help you to adopt the new 

technologies?

- are there situations when using these tools might threaten 

the reliability of the review?



Thank you
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